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Luis Daniel S

on
05/28/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










De lo mejor por el precio 











Timothy H

on
05/04/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Compact and unique in that it allows you to change grip frames 











Nicholas A

on
03/30/2022




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










It's okay. Extractor chipped after a relatively low round count (<500 rnds) causing failures to extract. Extractor was replaced. Other than that, it's been very reliable with all types of ammo. 











Vincent M

on
01/04/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Solid and very reliable gun. 











Xavier C

on
04/23/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I'm delivered as described in website. Need to put some more rounds down but so far so good 











Mike P

on
03/16/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










My P320c was one of the earlier ones. At first I had ejector problems which Sig fixed and returned the pistol within ten day of their receipt of the pistol. They also had a recall due to some concerns with respect to unintended discharge as a result of a dropped pistol. I returned it a second time, again at their expense, and within two weeks the pistol was returned with major upgrades. A smoother and lighter trigger, a new and lighter striker, a mechanical disconnector and some adjustments to the slide. There may be few that I left out, but the overall result was a safer and far more pleasant pistol to operate. I have found it very accurate - or at least as accurate as I can be. I highly recommend this Sig and I am sure you would find the pistol a proficient and useful concealed carry pistol. If you purchase a used pistol, I would check the serial number with Sig. They do an immediate check on line to determine if your serial number has been updated or does not require same. If it does, they will upgrade the pistol for free. It's a deal. Service is exceptional. My only negative is concerning the removal of the slide. The spring is very stiff and requires a strong hand to rack the slide. The pull down lever to release the slide is also very stiff. Perhaps with more use this will improve. Sig informed me that this was normal. It's only a problem for me when I clean the pistol. Buy it. You won't regret it. 











Kevin P

on
08/12/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The gun is great, I knew it would be, Sig makes great products. Very comfortable in the hand, even for extended sessions. Bud's, however, took way longer than I expected, as I traded for this one. Communication was less than responsive as well. Be patience if you do a trade. 











Shawn M

on
05/14/2019




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










My first Sig Sauer and I really like it. I've been mostly a Beretta and Ruger guy before this, also mostly hammer-fired. I snuck this purchase in for $450 from Buds when they were first released. Feels great in my hand, trigger is very light. Accurate shooter. 











Jeremy C

on
01/16/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Bought this for my wife. Intended to purchase thru LGS, but they were out and encouraged me to buy online. Bud's was a breeze, transfer was silk. At the LGS, wife had a chance to hold many guns. I was steering her to the Glock 19 group. M&P 2.0 compact was too scratchy. Glock 19 didn't feel right on the point. CZ p10c too.. I forget but she didn't like it. She tried a dozen different pistols, but the moment that Sig hit her hand she knew that was the one. A little snappier than her 22 but a whole lot more manageable than my 1911, she hits the black and has fun doing it. She loves it. Great gun, great store. Buy it! Buy it from Bud's! You won't regret it. 











Rodney B

on
12/28/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I could not be happier with the P320. This gun shoots smooth and accurately. Very happy with the purchase and the pricing. I only have about 250 rounds through it so far but can not wait you get back to the range. 











English S

on
11/06/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This pistol is smooth and accurate. The magazines slide in or can be dropped out with very little effort. It is solid and there is no rattle at all. The sights make it easy to quickly acquire the target. It fits nicely in my hand, and is easily concealed. The price is right! 











Nick K

on
08/21/2018




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










To start buds has been pretty amazing and pleasant to deal with. Fast shipping great customer service. I’ve purchased a few firearms through them without a problem. With that being said, this has been the worst of the purchases. Haven’t had a chance to shoot this firearm being I had to send it back to sig to have the slide catch fixed. Upon receiving this item it was dirty like it had been shot multiple times. I felt like they sold me a used firearm. I extensively cleaned it. Then I realized I couldn’t release the slide catch. Upon more examination I noticed that the slide catch was actually damaged and moved around to where my thumb couldn’t get a good purchase on the release. Looked bent. I contacted sig sent them pictures and hey also agreed it needed to be fixed and sent me a shipping label. As of right now my firearm is in their possession being corrected. Hopefully this doesn’t discourage anyone from shopping with buds being I’ve had more great experiences than negative and I most likely will continue to purchase firearms through buds. Hopefully in the future they don’t come dirty or broken. 











Blake G

on
08/18/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Buds was great as always! Ordered on Monday and picked up at my FFL on Friday. The gun is great too, only shot two mags through it so far but it didn’t disappoint. This is my first sig but I don’t think it will be the last. The trigger is so smooth and I love the short reset, this is by far the best trigger I have had on a striker fired gun,so much better than my M&P. The sig night sights are awesome too. If you are looking for a good carry weapon and also something fun to shoot get this , you will love it. 











Bart C

on
08/18/2018




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Love the gun. I am disappointed that Bud’s wasn’t upfront that this gun needed to go thru the Sig Voluntary Upgrade Program. I emailed them and never heard a word back from them about the status of the gun. Other than that, I’m very happy with my Sig P320!! 











Sean D

on
08/09/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I love my SIG p320 compact. It feels great it my hand...I thought I'd have to buy the Large size grip module as I am 6'4" and have big hands, but the Medium fits very well, feels natural. It has become my EDC and I haven't looked back. Next I'm thinking of picking up the Carry size grip module with a couple Carry mags for another option! Great purchase. 











Erick H

on
07/02/2018




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Pretty sweet, although I have seen negative reviews on this handgun it still works flawlessly when took to range. Once again Bud's delivered. 











Gabriel V

on
06/07/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great gun!! Great service and fast shipping 











Bruce H

on
05/11/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Love buds, love gun, I was interested in the glock 19, but the trigger on the Sig is much better, the gun shoots great right out of the box, after a good cleaning, which is recommended by Sig. This is the third gun I've purchased from Buds and you can't beat the price or the customer service. Thanks for another great deal. 











Steve K

on
03/27/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Five stars for BudsGunShop. They’re the first place I go to look for firearms and they always deliver. The product descriptions are very informative and they keep you updated from purchase, to processing, to shipping, and then a detailed email on when and where your product was delivered and who signed for it. I plan on using them time and time again. 











Timothy F

on
03/02/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Ordering & delivery from budsgunshop was, once again, smooth and without issues. The Sig P320C is destined to become one of my favorite handguns to shoot (and carry). Right out of the box it was spot on at 15 yds (I plan on shooting at 50 yds). Everything about this pistol is as advertised... the initial trigger pull is short & smooth with a crisp break... the trigger reset is short with trigger pull ~5lbs. The SigLite sights are phenomenal... easy to acquire during the day and just bright enough to acquire the target in low light situations without being too bright. The pistol feels like it was custom made to fit my hand. Going to order one as a present for my left-handed son... ahh that ambidextrous slide release and mag release will come in handy! This is my second Sig (P220 Equinox .45 cal) and my first striker fired pistol... I love it! 











Ryan C

on
02/13/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Bud's Gun Shop was excellent with this transaction. Their communication was above expectations and my gun shipped to my FFL quickly. I highly recommend using Buds for future purchases, as I will definitely be ordering from them again. 











Ed G

on
01/03/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










As expected Bud's customer support was superb. I can not say express how happy I am with my P320. To date it is the best shooting handgun I have had the pleasure of using. I have at least 700 rounds through it. 3 thumbs up. 











Mathew P

on
11/15/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The P320... I know it has it's issues but it is still the best striker fire handgun out there in my opinion.. Trigger is a tad on the heavy side but the gun will shoot the lights out! I would absolutely recommend any model of this handgun, wether it's the full size or the compact model. All would serve you well. Overall I have owned 4 P320s. 2 full size and 2 compact models. Have over 4 thousand rounds total through the platform and they just eat everything you put through them. Fantastic weapons. Transaction with Buds was smooth as silk. Just buy one! You won't regret it! M. Peek LEO, gun enthusiast, and avid outdoorsman 











Claudrick L

on
10/05/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I'm in love! This was my very first gun purchase and I am nothing but happy with both the pistol and the service from Bud's. This thing is a beast! So far I've got about 700 flawless rounds at the range and I can't wait to test the next 700. Already looking ahead at my next pistol and without a doubt I'll be buying from Bud's! 











Michael F

on
09/12/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great pistol traded it with buds for a block 19 mos. mike fiaschetti 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat

Ask the Community

Email Us
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